What will be checked and cleared with

Akashic Soul Clearing

The State of Protection Shields

7 layers of Golden Light Shields.
7 layers of Light Layers with 12 Colour Rays.
All 12 Colour Rays must be intact.

A Breach of Shields can occur due to an attack or traumatic situation or by other
reasons.

This can sully the Golden Web.

A Red Ray Connection can be created and Talker-Stalker might appear to confuse
you.
Disruptive Entities on physical body.

These can cause acute or chronic disease.

The State of Golden Web

Disruptive Entities that might be stalking around, or directly attached to affect the
Chakra System.
Scars caused by the Disruptive Entities
Virus - the result of a mis-belief system: a blind spot in the Conscious Mind.
Red Fibers record serious compromises, where a better choice could have made
and your soul was conscious of the options.

The Health of VIM QIM ALM (Conscious, SubConscious and Soul body)

Portals, wormholes, folds, split, fissure, pinprick holes, any negative atmosphere
dominating?

Static energy.

Etheric or Physical Implants

Determine whether they were placed in current or past lifetime.
Types of Implants – physical or etheric
Purpose : Tracking Device
Soul Separator
Transmitter of negative visual or aural message
Trigger to cause illness.

Negative Compassionate Connection

Commonly called Karmic Connection to other Soul. This draws energy out from you
even when the soul is not in incarnation.

Calling Souls

Earthbound Souls or Souls in Astral can be calling you over lifetimes and even Light
Being Souls can be a drain on your energy.

Curses and Spells

Cast in current or past lifetimes, targeting you personally or a Soul Group.

Crystals in the Astral Planes

Placed in current or past lifetimes, targeting you personally or a Soul Group.

Anger Spears

Strong negative thought forms that didn’t fade, created by other people or by
oneself

Negatively Charged Object

Traveling to Negative Astral Planes

Current or past lifetimes

Portals open in mind to Negative Astral Planes

Memory Distortion

Loss, added, clouded, shared – due to disruptive entity attachment.

Energy Created Thought Form

A Self-image that is created by other people’s projection or identifying oneself with
animal or past deity etc.

Mirror Image Taint

A situation resulting from traveling through Super Universe 6
Constant mis-communication that can be described as dyslexia of communication.

Partial Possession

A disruptive entity literally takes temporary control of your consciousness.

Negative Spirit Guides

Disruptive Entities or Imposter who pretends to be Spirit Guides in Light.

Pacts, Binding

Current or past lifetime

Vows to impede the Spiritual Evolution

To Negative Being
To God
To oneself

Request of the following will be made.
Removal of all the negative, undesired entities.
Closure of all the undesired portals and holes and passages to other beings, dimensions.
Repair and reinforcement of the energetic structure of VIM QIM ALM.
Creator’s Healing Rays
Golden Light of Creator.
Any protection you may receive.

